ICEBREAKER GAMES
Icebreakers can help everyone feel at ease and help get to know each other.
Here are 10 icebreakers for your Society Welcome events.
KAHOOT QUIZZES!
We’ve got Kahoot Pro – it allows up to 100 players! Kahoot Quizzes are easy to use and great fun!
Email bsusocities@brighton.ac.uk to get the Log-ins details.
Pick a readymade quiz or create a new one themed around your society!
Here is how you can find the perfect Kahoot for your society!
To get you going we have found a couple you might enjoy trying out – Movie Trivia General Knowledge
BOGLE

PICTIONARY

TWO TRUTHS AND A LIE

Get some of the group to write a
random letter on A4 paper (or
pick a society related word and
use those letters e.g. Musical
Theatre – Les Misérables). Give
the group 1-2 mins to think of as
many words or the longest words
they can from all the letters!

Split the group into two teams,
then pick an artist for each team.
Use this random word generator to
give you drawings for each game or
think of some society related ones.

Ask the group to write 3 things
about themselves: 2 truths and 1 lie.
Taking it in turns, each person
presents what they have written
down. The rest of the group needs to
guess which is the lie, they can take
a vote on this. When the lie is
revealed, the person who managed
to convince the most people that
their lie was true wins!

CHARADES

PASS THE WORD

SCATTERGORIES

Create two teams and pick one
person from each team to be the
silent actor, pick a word or phrase
using a phrases generator or
think of things related to your
society. Everyone can take turns
to guess and the team with the
most correct guesses wins!

Get the ball rolling on this game by
pretending to hold an imagery ball,
then say a word (or a society
related word e.g. Table Top Games
Society – Dice). Next, say the name
of someone and throw the imagery
ball to them. It’s now their turn to
say a word that relates to the
previous word e.g. “water”, “ice”
This is a great way to learn
everyone’s names.

Randomly choose a letter and five
categories or use a generator to help
you choose categories and letters.
Give everyone 1 minute to think of
things related to each category that
start with the assigned letter. You
get a point for every category you
match a word for and double points
if you manage 2 words.

HEADS UP!

BINGO

20 QUESTIONS

This is a short fun guessing game,
simply download the app and
take it in turns to hold your
phone up to your head. The
group give hints (without saying
the word) helping you to guess it
before the timer runs out.

Create your own cards
with numbers or think of things
people might have done e.g.
binged a whole Netflix series in a
day!

Pick a place, object or person, this
could be something related to the
society, get everyone to ask up to 20
questions to guess what you are!

Have fun guessing the drawings
and taking turns to draw!

